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Concept
10402 - Personality | Temperament

Items
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqa - i try to be nice to other people, i care about their feelings
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqb - i am restless, i cannot stay still for long
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqc - i get a lot of headaches, stomach-aches or sickness
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqd - i usually share with others (food, games, pens, etc.)
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqe - i get very angry and often lose my temper
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqf - i am usually on my own. i generally play alone or keep to myself
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqg - i usually do as i am told
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqh - i worry a lot
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqi - i am helpful if someone is hurt, upset or feeling ill
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqj - i am constantly fidgeting or squirming
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqk - i have one good friend or more
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdql - i fight a lot. i can make other people do what i want
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqm - i am often unhappy, down-hearted or tearful
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqn - other people my age generally like me
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqo - i am easily distracted, i find it difficult to concentrate
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqp - i am nervous in new situations. i easily lose confidence
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqq - i am kind to younger children
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqr - i am often accused of lying or cheating
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqs - other children or young people pick on me or bully me
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqt - i often volunteer to help others (parents, teachers, children)
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqu - i think before i do things
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqv - i take things that are not mine from home, school or elsewhere
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqw - i get on better with adults than with people my own age
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqx - i have many fears, i am easily scared
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqy - i finish the work i m doing.
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• us3_c_youth.c_ypotrmisb - how often do other pupils at school misbehave or cause trouble in your classe
• us3_c_youth.c_ypmisbsch - how often would you say you yourself misbehave or cause trouble in your class
• us3_c_youth.c_ypfrpbully - do you physically bully other children at school?
• us3_c_youth.c_ypfrobully - how often do you bully children in other ways at school?
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqha_dv - SDQ Subscale: Hyperactivity/Inattention
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqpp_dv - SDQ Subscale: Peer Relationship Problems
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqps_dv - SDQ Subscale: Prosocial
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqtd_dv - SDQ Total Difficulties Score

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqa - i try to be nice to other people, i care about their feelings
Type

Code

qg_27

Now for some questions about how you see yourself as a person. For each
item, please tick the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True. It
would help us if you answered all items as best you can even if you aren't
absolutely certain. Please give your answers on the basis of how things have
been for you over the last six months.
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 not true
2 somewhat true
3 certainly true

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqb - i am restless, i cannot stay still for long
Type

Code

qg_27

Now for some questions about how you see yourself as a person. For each
item, please tick the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True. It
would help us if you answered all items as best you can even if you aren't
absolutely certain. Please give your answers on the basis of how things have
been for you over the last six months.
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 not true
2 somewhat true
3 certainly true

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqc - i get a lot of headaches, stomach-aches or sickness
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Type

Code

qg_27

Now for some questions about how you see yourself as a person. For each
item, please tick the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True. It
would help us if you answered all items as best you can even if you aren't
absolutely certain. Please give your answers on the basis of how things have
been for you over the last six months.
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 not true
2 somewhat true
3 certainly true

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqd - i usually share with others (food, games, pens, etc.)
Type

Code

qg_27

Now for some questions about how you see yourself as a person. For each
item, please tick the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True. It
would help us if you answered all items as best you can even if you aren't
absolutely certain. Please give your answers on the basis of how things have
been for you over the last six months.
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 not true
2 somewhat true
3 certainly true

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqe - i get very angry and often lose my temper
Type

Code

qg_27

Now for some questions about how you see yourself as a person. For each
item, please tick the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True. It
would help us if you answered all items as best you can even if you aren't
absolutely certain. Please give your answers on the basis of how things have
been for you over the last six months.
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
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-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 not true
2 somewhat true
3 certainly true

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqf - i am usually on my own. i generally play alone or keep to myself
Type

Code

qg_27

Now for some questions about how you see yourself as a person. For each
item, please tick the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True. It
would help us if you answered all items as best you can even if you aren't
absolutely certain. Please give your answers on the basis of how things have
been for you over the last six months.
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 not true
2 somewhat true
3 certainly true

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqg - i usually do as i am told
Type

Code

qg_27

Now for some questions about how you see yourself as a person. For each
item, please tick the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True. It
would help us if you answered all items as best you can even if you aren't
absolutely certain. Please give your answers on the basis of how things have
been for you over the last six months.
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 not true
2 somewhat true
3 certainly true

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqh - i worry a lot
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Type

Code

qg_27

Now for some questions about how you see yourself as a person. For each
item, please tick the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True. It
would help us if you answered all items as best you can even if you aren't
absolutely certain. Please give your answers on the basis of how things have
been for you over the last six months.
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 not true
2 somewhat true
3 certainly true

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqi - i am helpful if someone is hurt, upset or feeling ill
Type

Code

qg_27

Now for some questions about how you see yourself as a person. For each
item, please tick the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True. It
would help us if you answered all items as best you can even if you aren't
absolutely certain. Please give your answers on the basis of how things have
been for you over the last six months.
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 not true
2 somewhat true
3 certainly true

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqj - i am constantly fidgeting or squirming
Type

Code

qg_27

Now for some questions about how you see yourself as a person. For each
item, please tick the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True. It
would help us if you answered all items as best you can even if you aren't
absolutely certain. Please give your answers on the basis of how things have
been for you over the last six months.
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
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-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 not true
2 somewhat true
3 certainly true

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqk - i have one good friend or more
Type

Code

qg_27

Now for some questions about how you see yourself as a person. For each
item, please tick the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True. It
would help us if you answered all items as best you can even if you aren't
absolutely certain. Please give your answers on the basis of how things have
been for you over the last six months.
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 not true
2 somewhat true
3 certainly true

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdql - i fight a lot. i can make other people do what i want
Type

Code

qg_27

Now for some questions about how you see yourself as a person. For each
item, please tick the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True. It
would help us if you answered all items as best you can even if you aren't
absolutely certain. Please give your answers on the basis of how things have
been for you over the last six months.
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 not true
2 somewhat true
3 certainly true

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqm - i am often unhappy, down-hearted or tearful
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Type

Code

qg_27

Now for some questions about how you see yourself as a person. For each
item, please tick the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True. It
would help us if you answered all items as best you can even if you aren't
absolutely certain. Please give your answers on the basis of how things have
been for you over the last six months.
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 not true
2 somewhat true
3 certainly true

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqn - other people my age generally like me
Type

Code

qg_27

Now for some questions about how you see yourself as a person. For each
item, please tick the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True. It
would help us if you answered all items as best you can even if you aren't
absolutely certain. Please give your answers on the basis of how things have
been for you over the last six months.
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 not true
2 somewhat true
3 certainly true

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqo - i am easily distracted, i find it difficult to concentrate
Type

Code

qg_27

Now for some questions about how you see yourself as a person. For each
item, please tick the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True. It
would help us if you answered all items as best you can even if you aren't
absolutely certain. Please give your answers on the basis of how things have
been for you over the last six months.
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
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-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 not true
2 somewhat true
3 certainly true

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqp - i am nervous in new situations. i easily lose confidence
Type

Code

qg_27

Now for some questions about how you see yourself as a person. For each
item, please tick the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True. It
would help us if you answered all items as best you can even if you aren't
absolutely certain. Please give your answers on the basis of how things have
been for you over the last six months.
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 not true
2 somewhat true
3 certainly true

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqq - i am kind to younger children
Type

Code

qg_27

Now for some questions about how you see yourself as a person. For each
item, please tick the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True. It
would help us if you answered all items as best you can even if you aren't
absolutely certain. Please give your answers on the basis of how things have
been for you over the last six months.
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 not true
2 somewhat true
3 certainly true

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqr - i am often accused of lying or cheating
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Type

Code

qg_27

Now for some questions about how you see yourself as a person. For each
item, please tick the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True. It
would help us if you answered all items as best you can even if you aren't
absolutely certain. Please give your answers on the basis of how things have
been for you over the last six months.
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 not true
2 somewhat true
3 certainly true

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqs - other children or young people pick on me or bully me
Type

Code

qg_27

Now for some questions about how you see yourself as a person. For each
item, please tick the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True. It
would help us if you answered all items as best you can even if you aren't
absolutely certain. Please give your answers on the basis of how things have
been for you over the last six months.
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 not true
2 somewhat true
3 certainly true

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqt - i often volunteer to help others (parents, teachers, children)
Type

Code

qg_27

Now for some questions about how you see yourself as a person. For each
item, please tick the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True. It
would help us if you answered all items as best you can even if you aren't
absolutely certain. Please give your answers on the basis of how things have
been for you over the last six months.
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
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-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 not true
2 somewhat true
3 certainly true

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqu - i think before i do things
Type

Code

qg_27

Now for some questions about how you see yourself as a person. For each
item, please tick the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True. It
would help us if you answered all items as best you can even if you aren't
absolutely certain. Please give your answers on the basis of how things have
been for you over the last six months.
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 not true
2 somewhat true
3 certainly true

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqv - i take things that are not mine from home, school or elsewhere
Type

Code

qg_27

Now for some questions about how you see yourself as a person. For each
item, please tick the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True. It
would help us if you answered all items as best you can even if you aren't
absolutely certain. Please give your answers on the basis of how things have
been for you over the last six months.
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 not true
2 somewhat true
3 certainly true

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqw - i get on better with adults than with people my own age
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Type

Code

qg_27

Now for some questions about how you see yourself as a person. For each
item, please tick the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True. It
would help us if you answered all items as best you can even if you aren't
absolutely certain. Please give your answers on the basis of how things have
been for you over the last six months.
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 not true
2 somewhat true
3 certainly true

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqx - i have many fears, i am easily scared
Type

Code

qg_27

Now for some questions about how you see yourself as a person. For each
item, please tick the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True. It
would help us if you answered all items as best you can even if you aren't
absolutely certain. Please give your answers on the basis of how things have
been for you over the last six months.
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 not true
2 somewhat true
3 certainly true

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqy - i finish the work i m doing.
Type

Code

qg_27

Now for some questions about how you see yourself as a person. For each
item, please tick the box for Not True, Somewhat True or Certainly True. It
would help us if you answered all items as best you can even if you aren't
absolutely certain. Please give your answers on the basis of how things have
been for you over the last six months.
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
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-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 not true
2 somewhat true
3 certainly true

us3_c_youth.c_ypotrmisb - how often do other pupils at school misbehave or cause
trouble in your classe
Type

Code

qi_38

How often do other pupils at your school misbehave or cause trouble in your
classes?
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 in most or all of your classes
2 less often but in more than half of your classes
3 in about half your classes
4 now and then
5 this is not a problem at all

us3_c_youth.c_ypmisbsch - how often would you say you yourself misbehave or cause
trouble in your class
Type

Code

qi_39

And how often would you say you yourself misbehave or cause trouble in
your classes?
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 in most or all of your classes
2 less often but in more than half of your classes
3 in about half your classes
4 now and then
5 this is not a problem at all
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us3_c_youth.c_ypfrpbully - do you physically bully other children at school?
Type

Code

qi_scyoungadults_w3_frpbully

Do you physically bully other children at school by hitting or pushing them
around, threatening or stealing their things?

qi_42

Do you physically bully other children at school by hitting or pushing them
around, threatening them or stealing their things?
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 never
2 not much (1-3 times in the last 6 months)
3 quite a lot (more than 4 times in the last 6 months)
4 a lot (a few times every week)

us3_c_youth.c_ypfrobully - how often do you bully children in other ways at school?
Type

Code

qi_scyoungadults_w3_frobully

Do you bully other children in other ways at school such as calling them
names, leaving them out of games or spreading nasty stories about them on
purpose?

qi_43

How often do you bully children in other ways at school such as calling them
names, leaving them out of games or spreading nasty stories about them on
purpose?
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 never
2 not much (1-3 times in the last 6 months)
3 quite a lot (more than 4 times in the last 6 months)
4 a lot (a few times every week)

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqha_dv - SDQ Subscale: Hyperactivity/Inattention
Code

Type
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
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-2 refusal
-1 don't know

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqpp_dv - SDQ Subscale: Peer Relationship Problems
Code

Type
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqps_dv - SDQ Subscale: Prosocial
Code

Type
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqtd_dv - SDQ Total Difficulties Score
Code

Type
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know

10403 - Wellbeing
Wellbeing

Concept
10403 - Wellbeing

Items
• us3_c_youth.c_yphsw - how feel about school work
• us3_c_youth.c_yphap - how feel about appearance
• us3_c_youth.c_yphfm - how feel about family
• us3_c_youth.c_yphfr - how feel about friends
• us3_c_youth.c_yphsc - how feel about school go to
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• us3_c_youth.c_yphlf - how feel about life as a whole
• us3_c_youth.c_ypfrpbulli - how often do you get physically bullied at school?
• us3_c_youth.c_ypfrobulli - how often do you get bullied in other ways at school?

us3_c_youth.c_yphsw - how feel about school work
Type

Code

qg_28_A-F

The next few questions are about how you feel about different aspects of
your life. The faces express various types of feelings. Below each face is a
number where '1' is completely happy and '7' is not at all happy. Please tick
the box which comes closest to expressing how you feel about each of the
following things...
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 completely happy
7 not at all happy

us3_c_youth.c_yphap - how feel about appearance
Type

Code

qg_28_A-F

The next few questions are about how you feel about different aspects of
your life. The faces express various types of feelings. Below each face is a
number where '1' is completely happy and '7' is not at all happy. Please tick
the box which comes closest to expressing how you feel about each of the
following things...
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 completely happy
7 not at all happy

us3_c_youth.c_yphfm - how feel about family
Type

Code

qg_28_A-F

The next few questions are about how you feel about different aspects of
your life. The faces express various types of feelings. Below each face is a
number where '1' is completely happy and '7' is not at all happy. Please tick
the box which comes closest to expressing how you feel about each of the
following things...
-9 missing
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-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 completely happy
7 not at all happy

us3_c_youth.c_yphfr - how feel about friends
Type

Code

qg_28_A-F

The next few questions are about how you feel about different aspects of
your life. The faces express various types of feelings. Below each face is a
number where '1' is completely happy and '7' is not at all happy. Please tick
the box which comes closest to expressing how you feel about each of the
following things...
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 completely happy
7 not at all happy

us3_c_youth.c_yphsc - how feel about school go to
Type

Code

qg_28_A-F

The next few questions are about how you feel about different aspects of
your life. The faces express various types of feelings. Below each face is a
number where '1' is completely happy and '7' is not at all happy. Please tick
the box which comes closest to expressing how you feel about each of the
following things...
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 completely happy
7 not at all happy

us3_c_youth.c_yphlf - how feel about life as a whole
Type

Code
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The next few questions are about how you feel about different aspects of
your life. The faces express various types of feelings. Below each face is a
number where '1' is completely happy and '7' is not at all happy. Please tick
the box which comes closest to expressing how you feel about each of the
following things...

qg_28_A-F

-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 completely happy
7 not at all happy

us3_c_youth.c_ypfrpbulli - how often do you get physically bullied at school?
Type

Code

qi_scyoungadults_w3_frpbulli

How often do you get physically bullied at school, for example getting pushed
around, hit or threatened, or having belongings stolen?

qi_40

How often do you get physically bullied at school, for example getting hit,
pushed around or threatened, or having belongings stolen?
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
1 never
2 not much (1-3 times in the last 6 months)
3 quite a lot (more than 4 times in the last 6 months)
4 a lot (a few times every week)

us3_c_youth.c_ypfrobulli - how often do you get bullied in other ways at school?
Type

Code

qi_scyoungadults_w3_frobulli

How often do you get bullied in other ways at school such as getting called
names, getting left out of games or having nasty stories spread about you on
purpose?

qi_41

How often do you get bullied in other ways at school such as getting called
names, getting left out of games, or having nasty stories spread about you on
purpose?
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
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-1 don't know
1 never
2 not much (1-3 times in the last 6 months)
3 quite a lot (more than 4 times in the last 6 months)
4 a lot (a few times every week)

10404 - Emotions
Emotions

Concept
10404 - Emotions

Items
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqes_dv - SDQ Subscale: Emotional Symptoms
• us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqcp_dv - SDQ Subscale: Conduct Problems

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqes_dv - SDQ Subscale: Emotional Symptoms
Code

Type
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know

us3_c_youth.c_ypsdqcp_dv - SDQ Subscale: Conduct Problems
Code

Type
-9 missing
-8 inapplicable
-2 refusal
-1 don't know
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